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Tonight, Jussi Björling……today: a response
By Enrique Gilardoni
These written comments were part of a panel
discussion at the June 2015 SLC Conference.
The question was “how would Jussi Björling
fare into today’s opera world.” Other participants were Sue Flaster [moderator], Andrew
Farkas, Stephen Hastings and Duff Murphy.

O

pera has today very little to do
with what it was at the time of
Jussi. Since its inception, opera
was developed based on great singers who
delighted audiences, and singing was all
that mattered. Thanks to the invention of
the gramophone it was possible to preserve
and reproduce sounds, and of course, the
human voice, so we can now listen to legendary singers of the past.
Until the mid 20th Century the voices
were recorded on 78 rpm records and there
are even some recordings of complete operas on those 78’s. In the mid 20th Century
the LP records appeared. In addition to
being unbreakable, they permitted much
longer playing duration, thus they stimulated the recording of complete operas. But
always, up to that time, the great protagonist of these recordings were the voices.
That was the period in which Jussi developed his career.
In the latest 40 years, with the increasing use of television, the visual aspect
associated with productions became more
important and today all the new productions include the video as a complement of

the audio. It is possible even to attend an
opera performance directly transmitted in
HD video from certain theatres to the whole
world. This incursion of the image led to
drastic changes for those responsible for the
spectacle. The stage directors in some cases
now have more weight than the conductors
and in their eagerness to show their talents
they are allowed to transpose the times
in which the operas originally take place,
betraying in many cases the spirit of the
works. I could give many examples from a
Flying Dutchman carried out at an airport,
an Aida during the WWII until a more
recent Rigoletto set in a Las Vegas casino.
The singers today cannot have any
appearance, they should look like movie
stars. That the voice is good or not is no
longer so important. In the “Old Times”
80% of the reviews of opera performances
were devoted to the voices, the interpretation, the choir and the choreography when
appropriate. Instead today, just a few lines
are dedicated to the singers and their voices
focusing primarily in the visual aspects of
the works. All this led also to the taste of the
audiences changing. They no longer enjoy
the voices and the “Bel Canto” but expectations are aimed at total extravaganza. It
is more important what enters through the
eyes than what goes by the ears.
This concept is clearly evidenced by the
following: I cherish a black and white video
recording of a performance of 1967 of the

Maggio Musicale Fiorentino of Donizetti’s
L’elisir d’amore conducted by Gianandrea
Gavazzeni and brilliantly sung by Carlo Bergonzi, Renata Scotto, Giuseppe Taddei and
Carlo Cava. I showed it to many people and
I was surprised that there were several who
found the performance poor, the sets too
basic, a bad job of cameras and that being
black and white decreased the interest of
the production. None of them noticed that
the singers sang as gods!!!
As the exercise that brought us to this
table is to analyze how would have Jussi
fared in today’s opera, I would like to make
two hypotheses. One is bringing to our days
the adult Jussi as he was formed in his time,
and the other is to suggest that Jussi was
born in, let’s say, 1980 and was today in the
fullness of his vocal means.
In the first case, I believe that Jussi
would have not felt too comfortable with
today’s opera. I heard an interview made
with Jussi in the times he was singing Faust
at the Met with which he had opened in
those days the 1953 season. Victoria de los
Angeles, Robert Merrill, and Nicola Rossi
Lemeni completed the cast conducted by
Pierre Monteux. The sets of this production
had been transposed to the 20th century
and the interviewer sought to put Jussi in a
bind insistently asking about details of the
production of this modern Faust. Obviously
Jussi, as a member of the cast couldn’t openly express his disagreement with the settings
but one could understand through his words
that he was not at all happy with them.
If we go to the second hypothesis
and today we have Jussi born in 1980, let’s
assume that he has the same God-given
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beautiful voice he had in fact. In that case, I
think, he would be a first class tenor but the
artistic impact that he would have caused
would not have the same relative weight
compared with the impact reached in his
times, because he would remain a king
in the vocal aspect, but that vocal aspect
would have no longer the importance it
traditionally had in the golden years of the
old times.
As public taste changed, also changed
voice trainers and their techniques. Singers
must now have an attractive look in accordance with the characters that they embody.
They not only have to sing but to be a musician, read music at first sight and play an instrument, usually the piano. Singing schools
would force the singers to follow courses of
acting and have a reasonable good command
in the languages in which they sing.
In summary: I think that Jussi should
feel fortunate to have developed his artistic
career in the time it really took place in
which he was “the King of the singers of his
time.” n

October 2015 Quoting Shirley Knight
“. . . In terms of guys, I am partial
to Jussi Björling. Ooooooooohhh.
There’s a certain sound that really gets
your heart, and his always did.”
—Opera News, “Listener of Note:
“Shirley Knight” by Brian Kellow,
October 2015, p. 80
March 2016 Quoting Brian Kellow...
“If I were to choose the most purely
beautiful tenor singing I have heard, I
might well vote for Björling’s “Instant
charmant...En fermant les yeux,” from
Manon, one of the many intoxicating
moments on the recording of his September 24, 1955 Carnegie Hall recital.
Now the Jussi Björling Society
USA unveils an undiscovered Björling
treasure—a Copenhagen recital from
October 15, 1959” ...Read it all in
Opera News, “On the Beat,” by Brian
Kellow in the March 2016 issue on
page 8.

The Björling His Colleagues Knew			
By James A. Drake

EDITOR’S NOTE: Given by Dr. Drake in SLC
at 2:30 pm, June 17th, 2015. At 10 am that
morning, Drs. Drake and David N. Tucker
had done a presentation on David’s father,
Richard Tucker.

H

aving just heard Richard Tucker
in the prime of his career, I think
you’ll find it surprising to hear
what he sounded like when he was 24 years
old and had just learned his first opera aria.
Let me describe how he learned that aria by
re-telling the story as it was told to me by
the pianist Alex Alexay, who was an accompanist for Eleanor Steber and Jan Peerce,
among other singers:
“Richard had just married Sara about a
month or so before he called me and asked
me to help him learn some music. I had met
him before he and Sara got married, and I
was at their wedding party along with Jan
and his wife Alice. At the time, Ruby (as
everyone called him) was just a part-time
cantor, and was trying to make a living as a
salesman in the garment district. He didn’t
have an accompanist or anything because
he wasn’t a professional singer in the commercial sense.
“He called me for an appointment, and
of course I was happy to meet with him--but
I didn’t know why he wanted to see me. He
came to my studio early (he was always early
for everything) and he was carrying with
him a phonograph record. The record was
Edward Johnson’s Victor Red Seal disc of
“Ch’ ella mi creda” from Fanciulla del West.
“I told Ruby that I would be at the
WEVD radio studio, which I worked for on
and off, and we set a day and time to meet
there. When he came, I asked him what he
wanted to see me about. He asked me if I
could get the score for the music so I could
teach him the aria. He told me that he had
listened to the Johnson recording over and
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over, and had written out what he thought
were the words—he had printed them
phonetically, very neatly, in large letters on
two sheets of paper.
“I told him that I didn’t need a score because I already knew the aria, and had even
accompanied Peerce singing it. I asked Ruby
why he wanted to learn that aria—or for that
matter, any aria, since he was a cantor and
not a professional singer. He said, “Well, I
read that this opera is about the Wild West,
and that It was written for Caruso. I’d just
like to see if I can do it, that’s all.”
What he said didn’t make any sense to
me, so I pressed him about why he was even
interested in that music. Frankly, I suspected
that it was because Jan Peerce was already
pursuing a career in opera on radio. And I
would have understood that if it was Ruby’s
motive. But what he told me almost floored
me. He said sheepishly, ‘I told Sara that one
day I’m going to be a big opera star. She said
I was crazy, but I talked her into marrying
me, and now I’ve got to make good on my
promise. I have to start somewhere, and this
is a short song, so let me try it out with you.’
“I knew that he couldn’t possibly
sing the aria as it was written, because he
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